Don’t just take our word for it...
“After trials at the hospital, many of our patients have been
really pleased with the results and in several cases witnessed
a dramatic life-altering change”
Dr Charles Moore
“I was so impressed with the product, straight away I rang
my colleagues and told them what a wonderful product this
was and I cannot recommend it enough”
Dr Simon Dunstan BDS, B.MED.
Sci.,BMS,FDSRCS(Eng),FRCS(Eng)

Try for free in-store today

paingone
®

The piezoelectric therapy stimulator

“I just wanted to take a few minutes to tell you how well your
product has worked for me. Thank you so much” - E. W
“I received my paingone last week and I am absolutely
delighted with it. So much so my husband now wants one so
that he can put it in his golf bag” - B. S
*

Simple one-minute therapy
No leads, pads or batteries
Approved medical device
Drug-free, safe and easy to use

0086

European Seal of Approval
Patients, Clinicians and other users can be
confident, as the CE mark may only be
affixed to a medical device when it meets
the stringent requirements of the new directive.

No product or advice is solely intended to replace current
medication or to diagnose, treat or cure any condition.
Consult a doctor if you are concerned about your health or
®
are on any medication. paingone is not recommended for
people with a heart pacemaker, sufferers of epilepsy or those
who are pregnant.
* paingone is a registered trade mark only, the name does not imply efficacy and the device has not been clinically proven to relieve pain.

OVER 1 MILLION
SOLD WORLDWIDE

Try paingone for free today & feel the benefits for yourself!
98% of people who try paingone keep it, permanently.
*

*

What is paingone ?
The paingone* is a piezoelectric therapy
stimulator that delivers a controlled and
targeted therapy straight to the point you need
it most. It is a drug free medical device used by
many satisfied customers, old and young alike.

Completely safe and use as often as you want
The paingone* is an approved medical
device and it carries a class IIa certification.
It is completely safe to use and has no side
effects whatsoever, so you can use it as often
as you wish.

Use anywhere, anytime even over clothing
It is small enough and light enough to carry
around in your pocket or handbag - as there
are no attachments it can be used anywhere
at anytime. The paingone* can be felt through
clothing, so even when surrounded by others,
there is no need to refrain from using it.
Undressing is completely unnecessary.

Fully self-contained
2 year manufacturer’s warranty
The paingone* is a fully self-contained device;
there are no accessories, gels or pads and it is
powered by crystals. The paingone* delivers a
stimulating frequency every time you click the
button. It requires no batteries and is
completely maintenance-free and has a 2
year manufacturer’s warranty.

*

paingone is unlike any other therapy avaliable today, simply hold it
on the point you wish to use it and click the button to provide
an instant therapy - it even works over clothing!
*

Simple one-minute therapy
No leads, pads or batteries
Approved medical device
Drug-free, safe and easy to use

With over 1 million sold wordwide, its success speaks for itself!

